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Abstract. A structured approach to parallel programming allows to

construct applications by composing skeletons, i.e., recurring patterns of
task- and data-parallelism. First academic and commercial experience
with skeleton-based systems has demonstrated both the bene ts of the
approach and the lack of a special methodology for algorithm design
and performance prediction. In the paper, we take a rst step toward
such a methodology, by developing a general transformational framework
named FAN, and integrating it with an existing skeleton-based programming system, P3L. The framework includes a new functional abstract
notation for expressing parallel algorithms, a set of semantics-preserving
transformation rules, and analytical estimates of the rules' impact on the
program performance. The use of FAN is demonstrated on a case study:
we design a parallel algorithm for the maximum segment sum problem,
translate the algorithm in P3L, and experiment with the target C+MPI
code on a Fujitsu AP1000 parallel machine.

1 Introduction
Current diculties in the low-level parallel programming, using e.g., MPI [17],
can be addressed by developing higher-level programming models together with
convenient programming environments.
One of popular higher-level approaches is based on so-called skeletons, which
can be viewed as recurring algorithmic and communication patterns, expressed in
a rigorous way [19]. Representatives of the skeleton-based systems are the P3L
system at the University of Pisa [3], its commercial analog SKIECL at QSW
Ltd., and SCL at Imperial College [10]. These systems provide the user with a
xed number of higher-order skeletons, which can be customized for a particular
application and used to construct a parallel program. A skeletal program is then
(semi)automatically translated into some target language, e.g., C+MPI, using
prepackaged parallel implementations of particular skeletons. The abstraction
from communication and other details makes skeletal programs considerably
better structured and less error-prone than their low-level counterparts.
The experience with skeletal programming, both in academia and industry,
has brought also a new challenge. Since abstract constructs are usually very
\coarse-grained", a slight change in one of skeletons, and especially in the way
they are composed with each other, can lead to dramatic changes in the target

program performance. Analyze the possible changes, predicting their in uence
on performance and optimizing the high-level program appropriately, has proven
to be a non-trivial task for the user. In the long term, the challenge of designing
ecient high-level programs should be addressed by providing a methodology of
skeleton-based programming which would include methods and tools for choosing suitable skeletons, composing them in a program, estimating its expected
performance, and making changes in design if necessary.
In this paper, we take a rst step towards such a methodology, by presenting
a general transformational framework for designing parallel algorithms on a high
level of abstraction. The aim of the framework is to support the user in producing
a high-quality skeletal program. We integrate this framework with the current
P3L implementation, and assess the whole system in a case study.
The contributions and structure of the paper are as follows:
{ Section 2 gives an overview of the framework, and puts it into the context
of the P3L programming system, which we use as a testbed in our work.
{ In Section 3, we present a new notation for parallel algorithms, called FAN
(Functional Abstract Notation), which facilitates semantics-preserving transformations of algorithms in the design process.
{ Section 4 describes a case study: designing a parallel algorithm for the maximum segment sum problem (a programming pearl [4]). We start with an
intuitively clear FAN-formulation of the algorithm, and proceed, by applying FAN-transformations, towards an ecient but intricate parallel version,
which hardly could be written by the user from scratch.
{ In Section 5, we describe our cost model, which helps to decide under which
conditions a particular transformation rule improves target performance.
{ Section 6 revisits our case study: from the FAN-algorithm for the maximum
segment sum, a P3L skeletal program is generated. This program is then
automatically translated by the P3L compiler into a C+MPI code. We report
some experimental result with thus obtained target program on a Fujitsu
AP1000 parallel machine.
In conclusion, we compare to related work and outline our future e orts.

2 System Structure Overview
This section takes the P3L system [3] as a representative of skeleton-based systems, and outlines how it is augmented by the FAN transformational framework.
The overall structure of the resulting FAN-P3L system is presented in Figure 1.
The gure shows how the user, depicted on the left side, communicates with
the high-level programming system, which is partitioned using horizontal bold,
solid lines into three parts, top-down: the transformational framework (presented
in this paper), the (current) P3L system, and the target machines. Solid arrows
show the connections between the parts of the system, dashed arrows depict
the user interaction with the system, with bold, dashed arrows for the new
interactions added by the transformational framework.
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Fig. 1. Skeleton-based system P3L, augmented by the FAN framework
In the current P3L system, the user starts the development by writing a complete skeletal P3L program (in the middle of Figure 1). The user must provide
the skeleton-based algorithm itself and also supply all necessary sequential modules, input and output les. This makes the corresponding arrow in the gure
look quite overloaded. The program is optimized and translated by the P3L compiler, which provides the user with preliminary cost estimates for the program.
On the base of these estimates, the user has to make design decisions which may
require changing the algorithm, rewriting modules and reorganizing the les.
If the user is satis ed with costs, the C+MPI code produced by the compiler
can be run on an available target machine (some current platforms targeted by
the P3L compiler are shown in the gure). The translation/estimation/rewriting
process, which may have to be repeated several times, represents the challenge
mentioned in the introduction and addressed in this paper.
The transformational FAN framework, shown in the upper part of Figure 1,
o ers the user an additional support in designing a skeletal program. The design process now starts by writing a functional version of the algorithm, without
providing concrete modules and les. The algorithm is analyzed by the transformation engine which attempts to apply transformations from its depository

of rules, thereby suggesting a choice of design alternatives for the user, with
cost estimates for the alternatives. After possibly several iterations with di erent versions of the algorithm, the user may decide to generate a P3L program,
for which the descriptors of les and modules becomes necessary. The generated
P3L program is given to the current P3L system, which proceeds as described
in the previous paragraphs.

3 FAN: Functional Abstract Notation
In this section, we brie y introduce an abstract notation, FAN, for specifying
and transforming parallel programs.
The data space in a FAN program is viewed globally and there is no notion of
processor at this abstract level. FAN allows the user to concentrate on the parallel
structure of the program, abstracting from the syntactic details of a particular
skeleton environment and from the application-speci c sequential parts of the
program.

3.1 Support for Transformations
The current P3L system implements several basic transformations and optimizations of skeleton programs:

{ Data redistributions: if collecting data in one place becomes redundant due

to a subsequent data scattering, the compiler eliminates the unnecessary data
movements. Similarly, no rearrangement is done when data are produced and
consumed by two consecutive skeletons requiring the same data distribution.
{ Skeleton compositions: several important sequences of skeletons
are optimized in order to redistribute the minimal amount of data among
two consecutive local computations.
{ Computation fusion: local pieces of computations, corresponding to di erent skeletons in a program, are composed within the sequential processor
programs, which are subsequently optimized by native compilers, e.g., C.
The motivation of FAN is to allow much more powerful transformations, and
to make them controllable by the program designer. Programming with skeletons
deserves scrutiny and requires a method. The FAN framework supports such a
method, based on a set of transformation rules, augmented with a cost calculus.
The FAN framework is based on the paradigm of functional programming.
In particular, all algorithmic skeletons are captured as higher-order functions
on data structures. Hence, program transformations can be proved as semantic
equalities in the corresponding functional formalism. Functional framework o ers
e ective support in prototyping and analysis, and does not limit the choice of
the nal implementation.

3.2 Notation Overview and Example
A FAN program contains a header, specifying the program name, a list of variables (arrays, tuples and scalars) which are taken as input and produced as
output, and a body, de ning a sequence of skeleton applications.
The declaration of a program header reads as follows:
progname (in inlist , out outlist )
where inlist describes the input variables on which the program works and outlist
describes the variables computed by the program. Both input and output lists
contain variables along with their types such as

v1 : T1 ; : : : vn : Tn
where vi : Ti means that variable vi has type Ti . Data types allowed in variable

declarations are scalars (scalar), vectors (arr[n]) and multidimensional arrays
(arr[n][m]). There are also tuples which are arrays of a xed dimension. A program body is a list of skeleton calls expressed in functional notation using single
assignment variables. FAN skeletons are second order functions de ned on arrays
and scalars.
As an example, let us consider the following algorithm which computes the
inner product of two vectors a and b of length n:
alg-inprod (in a; b : arr[n], out
c : scalar)
t = map (*) (arrange (a,b));
c = reduce (+) t;
The input of program alg-inprod are two arrays of length n, and the output is
a scalar, c. The body describes how the parallel computation takes place. First,
the elements of a and b are paired using the arrange skeleton. In the example,
(a,b) arranges a and b in a vector s of length n, in which each element s[i] is a
pair (a[i]; b[i]). Then, the map skeleton multiplies all the pairs in s and stores
the results in array t, so that t[i] = a[i]  b[i]. Finally, elements of t are summed
up using the reduce skeleton.

3.3 Data- and Task-parallel Skeletons
There are two kinds of skeletons in FAN: data- and task-parallel skeletons. Taskparallel skeletons, including farm and pipeline, exploit parallelism among independent parts of an application. Independent parts typically exploit data parallelism internally and are more coarse grain [10, 19]. Data-parallel skeletons
express parallel structures in which the same operation has to be applied to
a number of related data. Such skeletons in FAN include data arrangements
expressed by arrange, and computations expressed by map, reduce, scanL, and
scanR. In the rest of the paper we will concentrate on data parallel skeletons.
Data-parallel skeleton arrange is used to express data manipulations (replication, alignment etc.) which are needed to put data in place for subsequent

data parallel computations. Di erent kinds of data arrangement are speci ed by
providing particular prede ned functions as parameters of arrange skeleton.
Some legal arrangements which will be used in the rest of the paper are
shown in Table 3.3, where a and b are vectors of length n, c is a vector of pairs
of length n and s is a scalar. (a,b) builds a vector of pairs as described before
and proj [1] returns the rst element of a particular pair:
arrangement
description
possible result
c = (a,b); creates tuples (pairs) c[i] = (a[i]; b[i]), c :arr[n][2]
s = proj [1] c; projects tuples/arrays s = (a[1]; b[1]), s :arr[2]

Table 1. Some legal arrangement patterns. a and b are vectors of length n.
The simplest computational skeleton, map, applies a function, f , to all the
elements of an array, arranging results in an array with the same shape, for
instance, if a = [a[1]; a[2]; : : :; a[n]] is a vector of length n then
map f [ a[1]; a[2]; : : : ; a[n]] = [f a[1]; f a[2]; : : : ; f a[n] ]
Finally, skeletons reduce, scanL and scanR provide the usual data-parallel
reduce and scan operations on vectors:
reduce () a = a[0]  : : :  a[n , 1]
scanL () a = [ a[0]; a[0]  a[1]; : : : ; a[0]  : : :  a[n , 1] ]
scanR () a = [ a[0]  : : :  a[n , 1]; : : : ; a[n , 2]  a[n , 1]; a[n , 1] ]
The base operator, , plays an important role in the reduction and scan skeletons: if the operator is associative, the corresponding skeleton can be parallelized,
with parallel time logarithmic in the size of the argument array.

4 Case Study: Maximum Segment Sum
In this section, we demonstrate the use of the FAN notation and the transformation rules in the program design process on a particular case study. We present
only three transformations which are used in the example; a rich set of transformations, with details about their performance, is developed in a more general
context in paper [16] being presented at IPPS/SPDP'99.
We consider the famous Maximum Segment Sum (MSS) problem { a programming pearl [4], studied by many authors [5, 8, 20, 22, 23]. Given a one-dimensional
array of integers, function mss nds a contiguous array segment, whose members have the largest sum among all such segments, and returns this sum. For
example:
mss [ 2; ,4; 2; ,1; 6; ,3 ] = 7
where the result is contributed by the segment [2; ,1; 6].

4.1 Intuitive algorithm.
The rst version of the program for computing mss could be quite simple:
alg-mss1 (in x : arr[n], out r : scalar);
s = scanL (op1) x;
r = reduce (max) s;
where operator op1 is de ned as follows:

a1 op1 a2 = max ((a1 + a2); a2 )

(1)

Algorithm alg-mss1 takes array x as input, and proceeds intuitively as follows:
{ The rst stage, scanL (op1), produces array s of type arr[n], whose i-th element is the maximum sum of segments of x ending in position i.
{ The second stage, reduce (max), computes the maximum element of array
s, thus yielding the resulting value, r, so that r = mss x.
Our rst algorithm expressed by alg-mss1 has several good features. First,
it is intuitively clear, and its correctness with respect to the speci cation of
the mss problem can be proved. Second, it consists of only two skeletons, scan
and reduction, both being well parallelizable. However, a closer look reveals also
a serious drawback: the scan skeleton in alg-mss1 cannot be parallelized since
operator op1 de ned by (1) is not associative.

4.2 Parallelizable algorithm.
In order to enable parallelization, we must construct an associative operator for
the scan skeleton. An ubiquitous technique used for that is the introduction of
auxiliary variables. In our case, we de ne the new, associative operator on pairs,
so that the original operator is modeled by the rst element of a pair:
,

(a1 ; b1 ) op2 (a2 ; b2) = max ((a1 + b2); a2 ) ; b1 + b2



(2)

Using this operator, we can rewrite the initial program as follows:
alg-mss2 (in x : arr[n], out r : scalar)
y = scanL (op2) (arrange (x,x));
s = arrange (proj [1]) y;
r = reduce (max) s;
Note that the rst two statements of alg-mss2 are semantically equivalent to
the rst statement of alg-mss1.
The asymptotic parallel complexity of algorithm alg-mss2 is logarithmic in
the size of the input array. This follows from the logarithmic complexity of
both the scan and the reduction stage with associative operators, and from the
constant parallel complexity of map. Thus, theoretically the algorithm is optimal.

Algorithm alg-mss2 can be programmed directly in any parallel language
which provides primitives for scans and reduction, i.e. P3L, MPI, etc. However,
its performance in practice may su er from the fact that it exploits two collective operations, each of which involves a considerable amount of interprocessor
communication, with start-up time etc. Note that the algorithm presented in
textbook [1] may have an even higher cost than alg-mss2, since it exploits three
collective operations, two scans and one reduce.
Thus, the user's problem is not only to produce an algorithm but also to
understand whether the obtained algorithm is really usable in practice, and,
even more important, how it can be transformed and how the possibly di erent
versions can be compared.

4.3 Program transformations.
The goal of our transformations is to try and reduce the number of collective
operations in alg-mss2. A rich set of transformation rules for collective operations
has been developed recently [15, 16]. The rule we could try for alg-mss2 is the
scan-reduce fusion:

Rule SR-ARA

b = scanL Op1 a
c = reduce Op2 b
b = reduce (New (Op1, Op2)) (arrange (a,a))
c = arrange (proj [1]) b
If Op1 distributes forward over Op2
(a1 ; b1 ) New(Op1; Op2) (a2 ; b2 ) = (a1 Op2 (b1 Op1 a2 ); b1 Op2 b2)
The rule is named SR-ARA, which re ects the transformation expressed
by it: \Scan;Reduce ! Arrange;Reduce;Arrange". We present this and other
rules in a format that consists of four boxes, top-down: (1) a program fragment
before transformation (the \left-hand side" of the rule), (2) the fragment after
transformation (the \right-hand side"), (3) optional: the If-condition expressing
when the rule is applicable, (4) optional: the de nition(s) of new function(s) used
by the rule. The transformation rules use parameter operators Op1, Op2, etc.
Note their di erence to the concrete operators op1, op2, which we have used in
the programs alg-mss1, etc.: those are written with a small \o". In the SR-ARA
rule, the base operation of the reduction on the right-hand side is constructed
by applying (higher-order) function New to the parameter operators of the lefthand side; New is de ned in the bottom box of the rule.
Trying to apply the SR-ARA rule to our algorithm alg-mss2, the transformation engine (see Figure 1) immediately nds a mismatch: there is an extra
arrange statement between scan and reduction in the algorithm.

To make the SR-ARA rule applicable, we can use the following transformation:

Rule AR-RA

c = reduce Op (arrange (proj [1]) b)
c = arrange(proj [1]) (reduce Op:pair b)
(a1 ; b1) Op:pair (a2 ; b2 ) = (a1 Op a2 ; b1 Op b2 )
In this rule, it is assumed that the input, b, is an array of tuples, and that the
projection arrangement refers to a correct position in the tuple. We provide here
the instance of the rule when the tuples are pairs, and the projection yields the
rst position. The rule is universally applicable since it has no If-part.
Note that the AR-RA transformation is applicable in both directions, with
completely di erent consequences: from right to left, the transformation eliminates redundant computations, thereby reducing the cost of the overall composition; from left to right, it restructures the program by pushing the projection
after the reduction, at the price of redundant computations. In our case study,
we have the latter situation for alg-mss2: we need to push the projection, which
would enable us to apply the scan-reduce fusion afterwards.
Since the left-to-right application of AR-RA makes sense only when enabling
the SR-ARA transformation afterwards, it is useful to combine both rules { the
one pushing the projection and the scan-reduce fusion { into one bigger rule:

Rule SAR-ARA

b = scanL Op1 a
c = reduce Op2 (arrange (proj [1]) b)
b = reduce (New(Op1; Op2:pair)) (arrange (a,a))
c = arrange (proj [1]) b
If Op1 distributes forward over Op2:pair
(a1 ; b1) New(Op1; Op2) (a2 ; b2) = (a1 Op2 (b1 Op1 a2 ) ; b1 Op2 b2 )
(a1 ; b1) Op:pair (a2 ; b2) = (a1 Op a2 ; b1 Op b2 )

4.4 Target algorithm.
Now we are ready to apply the SAR-ARA rule to alg-mss2, with the following
instantiations of the parameter operators: Op1 = op2 and Op2 = max. The
applicability condition is the forward distributivity of Op1 over Op2:pair, which
in case of alg-mss2 are the following operations:
(a1 ; b1) Op1 (a2 ; b2) = ( max ((a1 + b2); a2 ) ; b1 + b2 )
(a1 ; b1 ) Op2:pair (a2 ; b2 ) = (max(a1 ; a2 ); max(b1 ; b2))

(3)
(4)

The distributivity required by the rule can be checked straightforwardly, under
the obviously correct assumption that operator max is commutative.

After applying the SAR-ARA rule to program alg-mss2, we obtain the following
target program for the maximum segment sum problem :
alg-mss3 (in x : arr[n], out r : scalar);
s = reduce (New(op2; max:pair)) (arrange (arrange (x,x), arrange (x,x))) ;
r = arrange (proj [1]) (arrange proj [1] x);
Target program alg-mss3 contains only one computational skeleton, reduction,
with an associative base operator. Such a reduction is easily parallelizable. Thus,
we arrive at a better solution than both the intuitive and the rst parallelizable version. Note that data arrangements and the reduction are quite intricate:
max:pair is constructed according to (4) for Op2 = max, and op2 is de ned
by (2). It is rather unlikely that the programmer could write such a program
without support from the system.

5 Execution Model and Cost Estimates
In this section, we sketch the execution model and execution costs of FAN programs in the current implementation. For the sake of simplicity, we consider only
data-parallel skeletons on one-dimensional arrays. We assume all input arrays to
be distributed block-wise on processors in advance, while input scalars are replicated. Skeletons in the body are executed one after the other on all available
processors, and the total cost of a program is the sum of costs of all skeletons in
the body. The costs of skeletons are given in Table 2 and explained below:
FAN Operation
Time estimate
map f
mtf
arrange proj [i]
0
arrange (x,x)
2mtcopy
reduce ()
mt + log p(ts + tw + t )
scanR ()
2mt + log p(ts + tw + 2t )
scanL ()
2mt + log p(ts + tw + 2t )

Table 2. Costs for basic operations and arrangement functions.
We assume to work on vectors of length n, on p processors so that each
processor has m = n=p contiguous elements to compute. map f applies function
f in parallel to all the array elements residing on each processor. If tf is the cost
of applying f to an array element than the cost of map f is mtf .
The execution and cost of arrange depend on its particular parameters. For
instance, arrange proj [i] does not imply costs as we simply select the needed
value, ignoring the rest. However, projection may sometimes incur costs, e.g.,
if the user wants to save memory on the program. On the other hand, arrange
(a,b) requires copying, which can be done in parallel on all processors, leading
to a cost of 2mtcopy .

Skeleton reduce  is executed in two steps. The rst step reduces data locally
to each processor according to the operator ; this costs mt . Then a global
reduce is computed in log p phases using a butter y-like communication pattern
[14]. In each phase, two elements of the vector are exchanged pairwise between
processes. Assuming that Tsr = ts + mtw is the cost for exchanging a two m sized
message between two processes (ts is the start-up time and tw is the per-element
transfer time), the cost estimate if the global phase is log p(ts + tw + t ). Adding
up the two phases, we obtain the cost of reduce (), as mt +log p(ts + tw + t ).
The execution model for scanR di ers from reduction in that we need three
steps. The rst step computes scanR locally in parallel on the blocks of data
resident on processors (cost mt ). The second step executes a global scanR using
the last element of a local vector, on a butter y-like schema similar to the one
used for reduce, except that reduce requires one operation per element received
whereas scanR requires two. This phase costs log p(ts + tw + 2t ). Finally, each
processor combines the received value to local values which costs mt. Thus, the
total cost is: 2mt + log p(ts + tw + 2t ). scanL works in a similar way and has
the same cost.
Costs for transformation rules are given in Tab. 3. To make things simpler,
costs for copying and making local operations are assumed to be all equal, and
ts and tw are normalized to this cost.
Rule
SR-ARA
AR-RA
SAR-ARA

Time before
Time after rule application
3m + log p(2(ts + tw ) + 3)) 2m + log p(ts + 2tw + 2)
m + log p(ts + tw + 1)
2m + log p(ts + 2(tw + 1))
3m + log p(2(ts + tw ) + 3) 5m + log p(ts + tw + 1)
Table 3. Performance estimates for optimization rules

The cost of the left-hand side of the SR-ARA rule is obtained by adding
the costs of reduce and scanL (vectors a; b have length n). On the right-hand
side, initial pairing doubles the size of elements in vector b with respect to
vector a. Thus, reduce works on elements of length 2 (and thus the cost of
sending/computing is 2(tw +1)). The cost of rule SAR-ARA are derived assuming
that before the application a and b are vectors of pairs of length n, and after the
application a is a vector of pairs of length n and b is a vector of quadruples of
length n. Thus scanL and reduce before application work on elements on length
2, while after application, the composed reduce works on elements of size 4.
We can use the costs derived for rules to estimate the conditions under which
a particular rule is worth applying. Rule SR-ARA always improves costs, whereas
rule AR-RA, applied alone, worsens costs (as expected). The combined rule SARARA improves costs if
(ts + tw + 2) log p > 2m
For our case study, this result indicates that program alg-mss3 is better than
alg-mss2 for larger numbers of processors, and for systems with comparatively
slow communication, i.e. big values for tw and ts .

6 Experimental Results
Our target program alg-mss3 has been manually rewritten in the P3L language
as shown in Fig 2:
#define N 100000
seq op4 in(int x[4], int y[4]) out(int z[4])
${
z[0]=max(max(x[0],y[0]),(x[2]+y[1]));
z[1]=max(x[1],(x[3]+y[1]));
z[2]=max(y[2],(x[2]+y[3]));
z[3]=x[3]+y[3]; }$
end seq
seq w_make_quad in(int x) out(int y[4])
${ int i;
for(i=0;i<4;i++)
y[i]=x; }$
end seq
reduce red_four in(int x[N][4]) out(int y[4])
op4 in(x[*][]) out(y)
end reduce
map make_quadruple in(int a[N]) out(int a4[N][4])
w_make_quad in(a[*i]) out(a4[*i][])
end map
comp mss in(int a[N]) out(int b[4])
make_quadruple in(a) out(int a4[N][4])
red_four in(a4) out(b)
end comp

Fig. 2. The testbed P3L version of the alg-mss3 program.
Here the sequential skeleton (introduced by seq) encapsulated a fragment
of C code de ning an operator or a function which is to be applied in a skeleton instance. The sequential op4 de nes the New(: : :) operation in terms of C
assignments and the sequential w make quad creates a 4-tuple replicating an integer value. The map skeleton in general implements a FAN arrange followed by
a map. In this case, the map make quad then implements the arrange(. . . ) and
creates in parallel the array of tuples. The P3L reduce skeleton implements the
FAN reduce using the binary operator op4.
The P3L program was automatically translated into a C+MPI code, and
run on a Fujitsu AP1000 located at the Imperial College London. The results
are summarized by the plots in Fig. 3. They show both the predicted and the
measured performance, for two problem sizes: 105 and 106.
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Fig. 3. Run times (sec) of alg-mss3 on the problem size 105 (left) and 106 (right).
In our experiments, the data are already distributed on processors. We compare the C+MPI code, xxxp3l.dat, generated by the p3l compiler [7], and a corresponding hand-coded MPI version, xxxhand.dat. Curve model3 shows the costs
predicted using our performance estimate of Section 5. The plots demonstrate
that the p3l code is a bit slower than the hand-coded one, but still reaches good
eciency. The code analysis indicates that the main sources of ineciency are
function calls inserted to compute quadruples and copying in the communication
bu ers. The predictability of performance is strikingly good, which we explain
by a very simple structure of the target program, which consists of just one
reduction. In addition, computations are very regular: the cost of the reduction
operator New (op2, max.pair) does not depend on the input data.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we argue that the implementations of high-level languages should
be extended by special frameworks to support the process of designing ecient
high-level programs. We presented the FAN transformational framework, showed
how it can be integrated with the P3L programming system, and demonstrated
its use on a case study with machine experiments. The integrated system consisting of FAN and P3L provides the user with a rapid prototyping tool by
automatically producing an executable C+MPI code for the algorithm under
design, together with expected performance estimates.
Because of the lack of space we could only sketch some aspects of the framework which deserve special consideration: the rich collection of transformations
available (more details in [16]), details of cost estimates and benchmarking on
di erent platforms, complete syntax and exact semantics of FAN notation, taskparallel skeletons like pipe, farm, etc.

Related work which inspired our research includes both higher-order functional programming [20] and high-level imperative programming environments.
Data parallel languages such as NESL [6] and HPF [18] supports implicit parallelization over bulk data structures. Coordination languages like PCN [12] take
a much more explicit approach than ours: tasks are composed by connecting
pairs of communication ports, using primitive composition operators. Further
examples are the use of programmer-oriented abstractions on top of MPI in the
PEMPI system at Basel University [11], and a high-level extension of C++,
PROMOTER, developed at GMD FIRST Berlin [13]. For an excellent survey
of a variety of high-level parallel models, see [21]. Some ongoing projects were
presented at a recent Dagstuhl seminar [9].
The main novelty of our FAN framework is the intensive use of program
transformations in the early stages of design process, supported by corresponding
cost models and programming tools. The framework is language-independent,
and can be integrated easily with the existing high-level parallel programming
environments, as our experience with P3L demonstrates.
Our current work and future plans address the following aspects:

{ to develop design strategies for applying sequences of transformations, and
to incorporate these strategies into the FAN transformation engine;

{ providing that there is a choice of parallel implementations for particular
{
{

FAN operations, to exploit this in the transformation process, and to pass the
resulting algorithms together with implementation hints to the P3L compiler;
to lift some of the arrangement optimizations, currently done by the P3L
compiler, to the FAN level;
to incorporate transformations for task-parallel skeletons of P3L [2] into our
framework.
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